Format is DVD, unless otherwise indicated as VHS (videocassette). Most of these items are located at Media Reserve, 2nd floor of the Library. Some items may be currently checked out or located in campus offices outside the Library. Please check the Library’s Online Catalog for current availability and location of these titles.

   CALL NUMBER: HD8039.A82 U65 2010 (41 min.)

The leadership assignment. Bloomington, IL : Meridian Education Corp., c1995. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HD57.7 .L42 1995 (ca. 24 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD5856.U5 L44 2004 (ca. 52 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD58.8 .L47 1995 (30 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5386 .L53 2000 (ca. 27 min.)

The life and times of Rosie the riveter. Los Angeles, CA: Direct Cinema Ltd., 1987, c1980. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HD6095 .L53 1987 (63 min.)

Light amongst the shadows: how to help those you care for when suicide occurs. [Orleans, MA]: Paraclete Video Productions, c2000. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HV6545 .L544 2000 (24 min.)

Live at SMI! Burtonsville, Md. : Sign Media, c2010.
   CALL NUMBER: HV2508 .L584 2010 (488 min.)

The look of silence. [Tel Aviv, Israel] : Film Platform [Distributor], 2015, c2014. (Foreign DVD)
   CALL NUMBER: HV6322.3.I5 L66 2015 (103 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV9432.7 .L66 2005 (ca. 80 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ27 .L67 2005 (ca. 90 min.)
CALL NUMBER: HC427.95 .M32 2007 (53 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HD9940.U5 M32 2007 (70 min.)

Maggie growls : a film. [Bala Cynwyd, Penn.] : Attie & Goldwater Productions : New York, NY : 
Distributed by Women Make Movies, c2002. 
CALL NUMBER: HQ1064.U5 M33 2002 (56 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HQ1391.U5 M35 2013 (180 min.)

Making career decisions. Madison, Wis : Center on Education and Work, University of Wisconsin--Madison, 1993.  (VHS)  
CALL NUMBER: HF5382.7 .E46 v.8 (13 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HT1521 .M44 1997 (ca. 238 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HQ1090.3 .M36 1987 (19 min.)

Management skills for new supervisors.: everything you need to know to get results through others. 
1994.  (VHS)  
CALL NUMBER: HF5549.12 .M266 1994 -- (174 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HF5548.85 .M362 1989 (ca. 26 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HD69.T54 M36 1994 (24 min.)

Many right ways : designing your home child care environment. [United States] : Enterprise Foundation, 
c2004.  (VHS)  
CALL NUMBER: HQ778.5 .M36 2004 (52 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HD6101.Z6 T55 2006 (68 min.)

Marijuana in the new millennium. Cahokia, IL : GWC, c2000.  (VHS)  
CALL NUMBER: HV5822.M3 M38 2000 (25 min.)

Marijuana : the mirror that magnifies. Ashland, OR: CNS Productions, Inc. c1996.  (VHS)  
CALL NUMBER: HV5822.M3 M37 1996 (29 min.)

Marine Stewardship Council: Japan New York, NY Films for the Humanities & Sciences, 2010  
CALL NUMBER: SH 329 .S87 M37 2010 (22 mins.)
   CALL NUMBER: HD62.7 .M37 1994  (30 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD8039.S45 M37 1993  (ca. 18 min.)

Marketing: when am I ever going to use this? New York, N.Y. Distributed by Films Media Group c2015.
   CALL NUMBER: HF 5415 .M37 2015   (25 mins.)

Masters of money : three economists who changed the world. New York : Films for the Humanities and Sciences, c2012. (3 DVDs)
   CALL NUMBER: HB130 .M36 2012  (150 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5549 .M39 1995  (51 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5415.5 .H69 1992  (ca. 30 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD30.3 .M4 2005  (15 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5734.5 .M53 2001  (295 min.)

Meetings, meetings, meetings. Los Angeles: Quisic; New York: Dist. by Insight Media, c2000. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HF5734.5 .M44 2000  (58 min.)

Men's work : how to stop the violence that tears our lives apart. Center City, MN: Hazelden Educational Materials, c1992. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HV6626 .M46 1992  (43 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ799.2.M35 M425 2005  (60 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HC110.I5 M52 2012  (100 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HB172 .M49 2012 (20 min.)
Migrant workers: California's hidden gold. Los Angeles: ETN, c2002. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HD1527.C2 M53 2002 (ca. 60 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6529 .M56 1992 (60 min.)

The miracle of your mind. Niles, Ill: Nightingale-Conant Corp., c1993. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HF5386.E273 1993 (12 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ1421.M573 2012 (88 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HB871.M68 2011 (60 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5549.5.M63 M67 1992 (25 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HB501.T354 2013 (ca. 48 min.)

Mr. Sears' catalogue. [S.l.]: Shanachie Home Video. 1996. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HF5467.S4 M7 1996

Mrs. President: women and political leadership in Iran. Princeton, NJ: Films for the Humanities & Sciences, c2002. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HQ1236.5.I7 M78 2002 (46 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ801.M97 2001 (52 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6251.A44 N373 2012 (48 min.)

Networking your way to a new job. Indianapolis, IN: Jist Works, c2006.
   CALL NUMBER: HF5382.7.N47 2006 (16 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6439.U5 N4 2012 (47 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6431.N49 1996 (ca. 50 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6432.N56 2002 (129 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: HV6432.7 .N56 2006 (ca. 105 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6432.7 .N564 2006 (85 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6432.7 .N56 2005 (98 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD5109.2.U6 N56 2008 (60 min.)

9 to 5 survival guide. Bloomington, IL: Meridian Education Corp., c1993. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HF5389 .N53 1993 (ca. 21 min.)

9/12: from chaos to community. [S.l.]: Eleventh Hour Films, c2006.
   CALL NUMBER: HV6432.7 .N562 2006 (57 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD2755.5 .N625 2003 (42 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD2339.U6 N6 2010 (55 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ766 .N6 2007 (92 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5549.5.N64 N6 2004 (24 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD5715.2 .N68 2003 (60 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HC106.83 .N68 2003 (58 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HN59.2 .N68 2003 (ca. 60 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF 5415.1265 .O55 2012 (18 mins.)

   CALL NUMBER: HC110.P6 O6 2004 (22 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: HQ75.5 .O97 1988 (28 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ76.8.U5 O89 1998 (70 min.)

Over a barrel: the truth about oil Hamilton, NJ : Films for the Humanities & Sciences, 2010
   CALL NUMBER: HD 9560.5 .O947 2010

Overcoming barriers to intercultural communication. Greenwood, IN : Educational Video Group, c2005.
   CALL NUMBER: HM1211 .O93 2005 (25 min.)
Partners in health: Malawi New York, N.Y. Films for the Humanities and Sciences, 2010,
   CALL NUMBER: HG 178.33 .M3 2010 (22 mins.)

A passion for sustainability. [Gresham, OR] : Landfall Productions, [2008]
   CALL NUMBER: HC79.E5 P37 2008 (81 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HB871 .P38 2004 (ca. 60 min.)

People like us : social class in America. New York, NY : Center for New American Media ; Harriman, NY : Distributed by CNAM Film Library, [2006?]
   CALL NUMBER: HN90.S6 P46 2006 (124 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5813.U6 P48 2004 (ca. 90 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6446 .P58 2012 (50 min.)

Planning a successful job hunt. Willow Grove, PA: AMS. 1986. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HF5382.7 .P52 1986 (30 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HB3722 .P58 2010 (100 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HB871 .P66 1999 (32 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ10 .P671 2002 (780 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HQ472.U6 P75 2008 (56 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5549 .P76 2000 (20 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD57.7 .P76 1999 (ca. 8 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF 5827.9 .P76 2011 (103 mins.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV5089 .P964 2011 (ca. 360 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD31 .P76 1992 (28 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5415 .P76 1991 (25:40 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ755.8 .P79 1987 (19 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HT1523 .P85 2004 (50 min.)

The psychology behind today's advertising. Sunrise, Florida : D.E. Visuals ; New York : distributed by Films for the Humanities & Sciences, c2014
   CALL NUMBER: HF 5823 .P79 2014 (16 mins.)

The public : mind image and reality in America. [Arlington, VA]: PBS Video, c1989. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HM261 .P82 (58 min. ea. tape)

Pulse oximetry. [Irvine, Calif.] : Concept Media, c1990. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: QP99.3.O9 P84 1990 (15 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV2474 .P87 1998 (61 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5383 .Q8 2004 (36 min.)
CALL NUMBER: HF5549.5.I6 Q84 2004 (30 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HF5383 .Q85 2004 (34 min.)

Quick video guide to salary negotiations. Indianapolis, IN : JIST Works, c2000.
CALL NUMBER: HF5549.5.I6 Q83 2000 (30 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HV6089 .Q54 2004 (50 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HT1521 .R32 2003 (168 min.)

Race, the world's most dangerous myth. New York: distributed by Insight Media, c1993. 1993. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: HT1521 .R32 1993 (59 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HV6558 .R365 2006 (30 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HF6146.T42 R4 1992 (25 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HV6546 .R43 2009 (118 min.)

The reasonably-priced world of marketing. [Arlington, Va.]: Cerebellum Corp. 1998. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: HF5415 .R43 1998 (105 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HV8079.C56 R43 2008 (14 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HV6570 .R43 2008 (14 min.)

Recognizing opportunity. Niles, Ill : Nightingale-Conant Corp. ; c1993. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: HF5386 .E272 1993 (12 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HQ799.7 .A13 2012 (81 min.)

The rewards of service. Niles, Ill : Nightingale-Conant Corp., c1993. (VHS)
CALL NUMBER: HF5386 .E274 1993 (12 min.)

CALL NUMBER: RA 996 .Z3 R53 2010 (22 mins.)
CALL NUMBER: HV6626.2.A13 2009 (40 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HV6433.I722 R57 2014 (approximately 60 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HE356.U55 R68 2002 (115 min.)

The royal treatment. [New York]: CBS Video, 2002. (VHS)  
CALL NUMBER: HD2796.S17 R68 2002 (14 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HT243.C2 S36 2007 (55 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HT392 .S38 2002 (57 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HQ801 .S42 2006 (51 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HV2380 .S44 2011 (90 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HQ774 .S43  (28 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HF5811 .S44 1999 (92 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HV6432.7 .S46 2011 (261 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HF5549.5.G6 S48 1992 (ca. 26 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HV6561 .S498 2012 (57 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HD6060.3 .S49 1992 (26 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HQ23 .S49 2006 (ca. 82 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: HQ1121 .S54 2000z (55 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV2476.4 .S54 2011 (75 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV7419 .S59 2002 (ca. 13 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5827 .S54 1995 (30 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HT869.E6 A3 2004 (28 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6561 .S64 2009 (20 min.)

Speaking for ourselves : portraits of gay and lesbian youth. Seattle, WA : Diversity Productions ; Distributed by Intermedia, Inc., c1994. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HQ76.25 .S64 1994 (27 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5822 .S185  (29 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD9199.U54 S73 2006  (13 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HE5614 .S73 2007 (14 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5827 .S74 1987 (32 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV7936.C58 S86 2007 (ca. 14 min.)

The storm. [Alexandria, Va.] : PBS Home Video, [2006]
   CALL NUMBER: HV636 2005 .S76 2006 (60 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ1075.5.U6 S77 2009 (67 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: HV6439.U62 L77 1993 (ca. 44 min.)

The strength to resist: media’s impact on women & girls. Cambridge, Mass. : Cambridge Documentary Films, [2005]
   CALL NUMBER: HF5827.85 .S76 2005 (33 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HM101 .S782 1997 (55 min.)

Subjectified: nine young women talk about sex. [United States]: That's What She Said Productions, [2012]
   CALL NUMBER: HQ29 .S83 2011 (102 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6431 .S85 2006 (80 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV5132 .S87 1994 (70 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ1412 .S97 1995 (56 min.)

Take this job & love it!: the keys to surviving your new job. Charleston, WV: Cambridge Educational, 1993. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HF5549.5.J63 T34 1993 (ca. 20 min.)

Tales from the Green Books. [Silver Springs, Md.?]: Sign Media, c1990. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HV2474 .T36 1990 (56 min.)

Taylor's campaign. Santa Monica, Calif.: Raindog Films, c1997. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HV4506.S26 T39 1997 (ca. 75 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5718 .T42 1997 (61 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6546 .T43 1991 (35 min.)

Telling Amy’s story. [University Park, Pa.]: Pennsylvania State University, c2010.
   CALL NUMBER: HV6626.22.P4 T4 2010 (43 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5383 .T28 1997 (ca. 30 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: HJ2051 .T46 2009 (ca. 60 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6431 .T47 1995 (52 min. ea.)

That’s a family! San Francisco, Calif. : Women's Educational Media, c2000. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HQ744 .T5 2000 (35 min.)

35 up. [New York]: Fox/Lorber Home Video; Los Angeles, CA: sold exclusively by Orion 1997. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HQ792.G7 T44 1997 (123 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HB171 .B31 2010 (3 hrs.)

   CALL NUMBER: HE8700.7.P6 T5 (ca. 60 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV2530 .T57 2007 (117 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ76.2.C25 T56 2011

Timing is everything: how to have a productive 25 hour day. Bloomington, Ill.: Meridian Education Corp., c1995. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HD69.T54 T554 1995 (ca. 21 min.)

To serve and protect? New York, N.Y : Educational Video Center, [1993?] (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HV7936.C56 T6 1993 (21 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ1090.3 .T68 2002 (84 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ1090.3 .T682 2013 (78 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD6095 .T72 1986 (23 min.)

Tragic consequences.: teenagers & guns. Niles, IL: United Learning, Inc. 1995. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HQ784.V55 T72 1995 (49 min.)

CALL NUMBER: HE2751 .T73 2006 (ca. 120 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV2402 .P378 2001 (30 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ77.95.C3 T73 2008 (ca. 13 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ77.9 .J33 2005 (78 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD9696.C62 T74 1996 (ca. 165 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD1525 .T76 1990 (ca. 30 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD 69 .B7 U534 2010 (27 mins.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV7436 .U54 1999 (41 min.)

Valley at the crossroads. Oley, Pa : Bullfrog Films, c2002. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HT393.C2 V34 2002 (27 min.)

Victory over violence we shouldn't be the ones behind bars. [S.l.]: Arnold Shapiro Productions, c1994. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HV6493 .V52 1994 (240 min.)

View from a grain of sand: [three women, three wars: stories of survival from Afghanistan]. [Santa Monica, Calif.]: Ecessis Films; [Harriman, N.Y.]: Distributed by New Day Films, [2006]
   CALL NUMBER: HQ1236.5.A3 V5 2006 (82 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HF5415 .V54 1997 (ca. 20 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV6432 .V63 2002 (22 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD70.U5 W5 1997 (30 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HC106.8 .W34 1989 (ca. 96 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: HF5429.215.U6 W356 2005 (97 min.)

Web resumes and other non-traditional formats. South Charleston, WV: Cambridge Educational, c1999. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HF5383 .W42 1999 (27 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ21 .W53 1992 (28 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HM281 .W52 1995 (ca. 56 min. ea. tape)

   CALL NUMBER: HM585 .W53 2014 (7 min.)

What sex am I?. Oak Forest, IL: MPI Home Video. 1987. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HQ77.9 .W42 1987 (58 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HC106.83 .W448 2009 (40 min.)

Where is the world going, Mr. Stiglitz? [United States]: First Run Features, 2007.
   CALL NUMBER: HB87 .W477 2007 (380 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HC106.84 .W47 2016 (120 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV3011 .W5 1997 (55 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HV9475.T4 W58 2003 (44 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ1236.5.U6 W65 1994 (57 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HD6054.U6 W67 1987 (70 min.)

Women’s power. [Oakland, CA] : Suppressed Histories Archives, [2008].
   CALL NUMBER: HQ1123 .W65 2008 (86 min.)
   CALL NUMBER: HQ1410 .W65 2000 (21 min.)

Work talk: women in nontraditional careers in their own words. Madison, WI: Her Own Words, 2000. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HD6058 .W67 2000 (15 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HB871 .W67 1990 (6:30 min.)

You don’t know Dick. Berkeley, CA: Berkeley Media LLC, [200-?]
   CALL NUMBER: HQ77.9 .Y68 2000z (58 min.)

   CALL NUMBER: HQ472.U6 Y68 2003 (40 min.)

Youth drug use in Santa Clarita Valley. [Santa Clarita, Calif.: Artistic Resources Production], c1998. (VHS)
   CALL NUMBER: HV5833.S29 E43 1998 (180 min.)
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